NAVAL
with the other powers, the following may be listed among the possible
benefits to Japan : (i) due to her geographic position and her
natural defences arising from the insular character of her possessions
and mainland, with the many harbours, inland waterways, and so
forth, Japan feels that even with her relatively slender resources
she is in a position, if free from both quantitative and qualitative
restrictions, to build a navy of such a kind as to render her secure
from attack ; (2) Japan feels that her position in the Orient, especially
vis-a-vis China, will be immeasurably strengthened by this evidence
of her unwillingness to sul^nit to restrictions imposed by Western
powers ; in short, she hopes to gain " face " with the Chinese ;
(3) Japanese naval experts are confident, and there is some evidence
to support this view, that they can attain a measure of parity by the
qualitative method, that is, by building vessels of new design, or
great size (45,000 tons to 60,000 tons), with high gun calibres, thus
rendering existing battleships obsolete. They recall that Germany
vastly improved her relative naval position vis-a-vis Great Britain
when the British brought out the Dreadnought class in 1906, thus
rendering obsolete all her own ^it-Dreadnought battleships.
The disadvantages to Japan of the non-treaty status may, however,
prove to outweigh the benefits. In the first place, the Washington
Naval Treaty was an integral part of a political group of treaties,
and the Japanese by abrogating these have destroyed the collective
system of security which has governed the Pacific and Far Eastern
area since 1922. In order to correct this situation she may be forced
to seek security through new political agreements, perhaps of a
bilateral character. But the former Anglo-Japanese Alliance is
probably for ever lost to her and there appears on the horizon at
present to be no political arrangement which can possibly replace
either that alliance or the collective system which she has just
abandoned.
Furthermore, Japan's actions in respect to the naval treaties has
completed her isolation, an isolation which was begun with her with-
drawal from the League of Nations in March, 1934. In addition to
this, Japan will now be faced with the threat of a possible increase
in Pacific and Far Eastern fortifications of American and British
possessions and territories, a threat which, if not immediate or actual,
at least will prove a costly bargaining point in any negotiations
for naval or other political agreements which Japan might be in the
future forced to seek.
As far as the acquisition of " face " vis-a-vis China is concerned,
recent events have proven that expectations on this score have abjectly
failed to materialize. Japan was not only checkmated in her negotia-
tions at Nanking last autumn, but she is at present faced with a
stiffer resistance and a more united China than she has ever before
encountered.
Other results have not been happy. The realization that isolation
constitutes a real danger to a country, especially in time of war, has

